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Even with an effort towards energy efficiency, which is absolutely necessary, developing
countries need and will need more and more new power phinis. Conveniional technologies using
most often fossil fuels are implemented nowadays. In the mid and Jong term, this development
increases the pressure on non renewable resources and the global environment.

However, a lot of those countries benefit from good sohir conditions. Solar power plants appear
as a valuable energy option if they help satisfying, at least partly, electricity development needed.
To do so they must meet utilities requirements.

When enlarging their production mix, the main concerns of utilities are :
*to implement capacities in accordance with the peak power and the energy needed,
*to be able to follow the load curve,
*to be relevant with the grid size,
*to secure disponibility and reliability of plants regarding their local operating conditions,
*to ensure low investments costs.

Taking into account these concerns is of great importance in order to set up new concepts :v solar
power plants. Some of these utilities' requirements can be satisfied by specific approaches such as
hybrid plants or international funding.

As an example of plant output and grid size, the electricity mix in the south of Algeria is as follows
(with projection to year 2000):
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Source : M. El Andaloussi, Observatoirc Mditcrrancn dc l'Encrgy, Sophia-Anupolis, 1993.

In Egypt, the total thermal installed capacity is 8 820 MW, with 8 units of 300 MW, 28 units of 90
to 150 MW and 93 units smaller than 60 MW. Most of those plants are located in the area of Cairo
and on the Mediterranean coast.

All the different solar technologies do not reach the same maturity level. Output capacities of turn
key plants or industrial projects are very different with the technology. It seems clear that
comparative assessments can operate only on the basis of similar size and use, for instance at the
time of a call for bids for a new generating capaciiy. Definitely, one must be very careful when
comparing solar technologies between themselves or with conventional ones.
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Let us summarize the status of some power plants using renewable energies, from the point of
view of the E7, an international group of the world's leading utilities(l):

SOLAR
TECHNOLOGY
SOLAR PV
SOLAR THERMAL
WIND ENERGY
SMALLHYDRO

MAX UNIT
SKE

5 M W
80 MW
4MW
2MW

INSTALLED
CAPACITY

7MW
366 MW
920 MW
1000 MW

ANNUAL
r-RODUCTIBILITY

O.OlTWh
0.7TWh
i.7TWh
3.8TWh

HOURS EQUIV/YEAR
or kWh/inslalled kW

1430
1910
1X50
3800

CAPACITY
FACTOR(%)

16.3
21 8
21.1
43.4

Source : C. Stoffacs, World Solar Summit, Paris. 1993.

In order to ensure the credibility of a solar project, we have to discuss meteorological data, the
productivity, the economics, the industrial ability :
* the meteorological data must mention at least the daily direct normal irradiation,
* the transfer function based on aggregate daily net energy output to daily direct irradiation is a
minimum basis for productibility estimation,
* the economics depend on investment costs but also on the possibilities of valorization of the
kWh on the load curve,
* the industrial ability and the reference gained on similar plants are an important decision making
element.

The savings of fossil fuel and the contribution to the limitation of greenhouse gas emission are
strategic advantages for solar power plants. Solar plants bring development without exhausting
non renewable resources. This is the way of the sustainable development. These advantages of
solar plants versus conventional ones make them relevant for international financing such as the
Global Environment Facility procedures.

A solar plant have to ensure the service considered by the end-user. But clearly, the specific
characteristics of that non conventional plant must be reported and discussed with the utilities.
Utility's background incite them to some imperialism.They have learnt to command the forces, to
dominate the fire and the fluxes of fuels in order to provide electricity at any time the customer
need it. With solar electricity, they have to compromise with an unsteady energy source which
cumulate cyclic and random variations.

Restricting the share of solar electricity in the generating mix is one of the answer. Another one is
to provide storage device or fossil fuel backup to solar plant, leading to baseioad solar power.

Furthermore, solar power plants have to be fitted to local construction and operation conditions.
This an important specific concern of southern countries utilities. They are anxious about extra
cost in isolated area, national supplies, water requirements, sand winds, maintenance and
industrial guarantee,...

To conclude, let us bear in mind that generating technologies are more additive than competitive.
In a level playing field, there is room for any technology. There is no unique answer to energy
and global environment problems. There is no future for a nuclear world, nor a coal or even solar
one. In this field, as in many others, diversity secures health and balance.

Reference

( 0 The E7 Group members are : EDF (F). ENEL (I), Hydro-Qubec (CND), KANSAI (J),
Ontario Hydro (CND), RWE (D), Southern California Edison (USA), and TEPCO (J).
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